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In order to get engaged in an incoming project, the 
volunteer must write a motivation letter which should 
include, for example, the following points:

 � What can the volunteer bring to the association?
 � What does the volunteer want to develop during 

his/her volunteering (hard skills - soft skills)?
 � What are the qualities of the volunteer? Which 

ones will be the most important to work on, 
those that he/she will put at the disposal of the 
association?

A videoconference will be mandatory between the 
following three parties:

 � The volunteer
 � The partner
 � The SVI

The volunteer has to check whether his language level 
meets the requirements of the partner organisation, 
since it is the one to determine the required level of 
language proficiency.

Health/Disabilities
In this type of projects the local partner does not 
require any specific experience from the volunteer. 
Motivation is the most important thing. Our partners 
prefer to teach the volunteer how to manage the 
daily life of people with disabilities and how to 
communicate with them. Moreover, empathy is an 
essential quality.

Youth hostels
Youth hostels require social commitment and also 
the ability to switch to a variety of tasks that are 
listed in the project description. It should be noted 
that youth hostels have their own specificities: they 
can be located in the city or in the countryside. It is 
recommended to find out about the location of the 
youth hostel in advance.

Volunteer certificate
Volunteers can obtain a volunteer certificate by 
registering on the GloRe platform. This certificate is 
recognised by several sending organizations around 
the world.

The aim of this long-term certification of GloRe is to 
value the importance of quality learning experiences 
according to the principles of non-formal learning 
and volunteering, and to encourage their recognition 
as a means to improve the employability of young 
people and their social cohesion. It assesses the soft 
skills that the volunteer wishes to develop during his/
her project.

Support to volunteers
Upon arrival, SVI offers an on-arrival training to new 
volunteers.

This training includes:

 � Discovering the country
 � The way of life in the country
 � Interculturality
 � Accompaniment during the project

A mentor trained for the specificities of the projects 
helps the volunteers for the following issues:

 � Reception and care on arrival
 � Follow-up of the volunteers’ progress if necessary. 

Proposal of activities in the community.

How to get a visa for Belgium?
https://www.belgium.be/fr/famille/international/
etrangers/documents_de_sejour

PROCEDURE OF INCOMING PLACEMENT

https://www.belgium.be/fr/famille/international/etrangers/documents_de_sejour
https://www.belgium.be/fr/famille/international/etrangers/documents_de_sejour
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Code Name Place Dates Types of activities
N° 
Vols

Age 
limit

Requirements

SVI-01 AlimenTerre Louvain-
la-Neuve

During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Communication, 
adminstration, urban 
gardening 

1 18+ Volunteers are 
required to speak 
French. Motivation 
letter

SVI-02 Constructorium 
(Brussels)

Brussels During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Urban gardening, 
manual work, 
animation

1 20+ English. Motivation 
letter

SVI-03 Side-by-side Louvain-
La-Neuve

During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Assisting disabled 
people, animation

1 18+ Able to speak basic 
French or willing 
to learn it actively. 
Motivation letter

SVI-04 Jacques Brel 
youth hostel

Brussels During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Communication, 
administration, manual 
work, animation

2 18+ English. Motivation 
letter

SVI-05 Mons youth 
hostel

Mons During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Communication, 
administration, manual 
work, animation

1 18+ Able to speak basic 
French or willing 
to learn it actively.
Speaking fluently 
English. Motivation 
letter

SVI-06 Tournai youth 
hostel

Tournai During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Communication, 
administration, manual 
work, animation

2 18+ The volunteer should 
speak either English, 
or French

SVI-07 Renaissance Ophain 
- Bois 
Seigneur 
Isaac

During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Assisting disabled 
people, animation

1 18+ must have at least a 
basic level of French 
and has to be able 
to communicate 
properly in English. 
Motivation letter

SVI-08 Bouillon youth 
hostel

Bouillon During the 
year, 6 or 12 
months

Communication, 
administration, manual 
work, animation

1 18+ Able to speak basic 
French or willing 
to learn it actively. 
Speaking fluently 
English. Motivation 
letter
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Code  SVI-01

Name  AlimenTerre

Location  Louvain-la-Neuve

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Communication, adminstration, urban 
gardening 

Age  18+

Volunteers  1

Requirements Volunteers are required to speak French. 
Motivation letter

ALIMENTERRE

Community context
Louvain-La-Neuve, 30km from Brussels. The project and the 
host organisation AlimenTerre is located in a community 
of 200 residents who share an alternative lifestyle in close 
connection with nature. A real social mosaic can be found 
in this atypical neighbourhood, therefore, social diversity 
is at the heart of this social and environmental project. 
It is within a social and environmental approach that a 
solidarity organic grocery store and a community fridge 
have been created.

Description of the organisation
The association AlimenTerre  helps young people (and 
not so young) with low incomes to have access to quality 
organic food. It is a proper place for social integration 
and everyone does their bit to ensure that the shop runs 
efficiently. As a result, this project reinforces the social 
cohesion and solidarity present within this community 
which has a very unique and ecological lifestyle.

Project’s activities
This volunteering mission will complement the employees’ 
actions by bringing a fresh perspective on the organisation, 
but also new ideas or methods for the beneficiaries of 
the project. The sharing, interactions, know-how and 
interpersonal skills will be beneficial for both the volunteer 
and the team members. This means that the volunteer 
will not be in charge of a task that requires technical or 
specific skills for the smooth operation of the organisation.

Volunteer’s tasks
The volunteers’ tasks will be quite varied. In the grocery 
store, they will welcome the customers, guide them 
during their shopping and make them aware of various 
topics (balanced diet, consumption of local and seasonal 
products, zero-waste). Volunteers will also try to encourage 
interactions between the customers and between the 
members of the community. They will contribute to 
the management of the grocery store (food supplies, 
coding and packaging of products, stock management, 
checkout). Aside from their tasks in the grocery store, 
volunteers will organise and host collective sessions on 
a variety of issues (fight against food waste, circular 
economy, bulk food, meat consumption, cosmetics and 
cleaning products, reusable packaging, zero-waste...). 
They will be invited to come up with new projects and 
to contribute to the development of the association’s 
activities, by reinforcing local partnerships as well as the 
network of solidarity grocery stores and local producers. 
Finally, volunteers will collect foodstuffs to supply the 
solidarity fridge and will participate in the maintenance of 
the community’s vegetable garden.

Host situation
1 «student room» type of accomodation, located in the 
house of the person who will welcome you. The room 
includes a single bed + a fridge + microwave + electric 
hob (no sink), a common bathroom (to be shared), access 
to a kitchen to do the dishes and to share a common 
meal from time to time (birthdays/parties). The person who 
will welcome the volunteer won’t cook for him. There are 
2 cats and 3 youngsters (20 to 24 years old) who live in 
the same house. It is possible to get some food (organic) 
once a week as unsold items. Cooking shall be done by 
the volunteer. Appart from organic food, provided by 
AlimenTerre, meals should be cooked by the volunteers, 
with his/her own resources.
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Code  SVI-02

Name  Constructorium (Brussels)

Location  Brussels

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Urban gardening, manual work, 
animation 

Age  20+

Volunteers  1

Requirements English. Motivation letter

CONSTRUCTORIUM (BRUSSELS)

Community context
Bruxelles-Forest. The Constructorium is a pioneering project 
located in a green municipality in the South of Brussels 
called Forest. The Municipality of Forest, and the district are 
cosmopolitan (there are at least 262 different nationalities 
in Brussels). Constructorium is located in rue du Croissant, in 
a working class district, between Forest Park and a cultural 
centre around the Museum of Contemporary Art (the 
M.A.C.).

Description of the organisation
The association Compagnons de Chevlipont arises from the 
Resistance during  the Second World War and cultivates the 
values of equality between men and women, of freedom 
thoughts, secularism and intergeneration. Through the 
social economy, we seek to open up a door to peace and 
to the world. To promote peace education, our goal is to 
create and improve infrastructures for educational and 
cultural actors. We want to develop a friendly and eco-
solidary space in Brussels. It is called Constructorium and it 
is 800 m2 large. We are creating a humanist house, whose 
renovated spaces are being used by NGO’s, non-profit 
organizations, youth organizations, woman associations 
and local public.

Project’s activities
«If you want humans to be brothers, make them build 
something together». This is our motto. In volunteer camps, 
volunteers roll up their sleeves to face contemporary 
challenges, create a space for youth organizations and 
movements. They become actors of the concept “culture 
for all”, they promote active methods in the field of 
education. We work on an ecological transition premise 
by reducing greenhouse emissions, reusing rainwater, 
offering an independent place accessible for people 
with reduced mobility among other actions, to make 
sure the space is ecologically respectful and solidary with 
everyone. By focusing on the techniques of construction 
and animation, we also aim at activating both hands and 
social consciousness.

Volunteer’s tasks
In a very concrete way, the objectives bellow are in order 
of priority:

1. Animation of participatory work camps with volunteers 
(also local volunteers).

2. Arrangements targeting the reduction of the carbon 
footprints emitted by the building’s activities taking 
place there, by limiting greenhouse emissions, 
developing thermal insulation, recycling rainwater etc.

3. Improving stage equipment, host artistic and 
expression initiatives, which have deeply suffered 
during the health crisis.

4. Supporting the amateur theatre company “Les artistes 
solidaires” and organizing a dinner show about the 
exiles and refugees: “The Victor Hugo saga in Brussels 
in 1862”.

Due to the sanitary situation and the size of the building, 
renovation remains possible, but the number of people in 
action simultaneously on the site is limited.

Host situation
The project offers a room in a host family house. Either they 
will participate in the preparation of the meal of the host 
family, or food will be provided and the volunteers will have 
access to a kitchen. Meals can be organised according 
the working schedule and activities. For example, during 
the week, volunteers can have lunch at the Constructorium 
site (volunteers can cook there as there is a kitchen 
available on site) and in the evening they can have dinner 
with the host family or without them. Team meals are also 
scheduled periodically.
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Code  SVI-03

Name  Side-by-side 

Location  Louvain-La-Neuve

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Assisting disabled people, animation 

Age  18+

Volunteers  1

Requirements Able to speak basic French or willing to 
learn it actively. Motivation letter

SIDE-BY-SIDE 

Community context
Louvain-La-Neuve, located 30 km from Brussels.

Description of the organisation
The Côte-à-Côte Go association has built an ecologically 
friendly house («passive home») in the heart of Louvain-
la-Neuve for young adults with motor disabilities such as 
cerebral palsy (CP). It thus offers these young people the 
opportunity to live their lives independently.

Côte-à-Côte Go has set itself the mission of creating an 
environment that enables young people with CP to realize 
their life project through autonomy and solidarity in order 
to become actors in society. This project also allows the 
inhabitants and friends of Côte-à-Côte

Go asbl, with or without disabilities, to enrich themselves by 
sharing a life experience.

Project’s activities
A pilot project in terms of housing:

 � A passive construction, on a human scale, in the heart 
of the city of Louvain-la-Neuve.

 � A grouped housing unit that brings together young 
adults with CP and reduced mobility, students working 
on a disability-related issue, two carers and their 
families. A pilot project in terms of support:

 � A personalized life project.

 � A maximum of autonomy with a maximum of social 
links.

Volunteer’s tasks
The volunteer will be a part of the household and will share 
the values of Côte-à-Côte. He/she will accompany the 
people in their daily life, bring his/her own ideas and his/
her energy in a mixed group of people. Depending on his/
her abilities and adaptation, the volunteer will perform the 
following tasks alone or assisting someone.

 � Manage daily life in a team while emphasizing the 
autonomy ability of each resident.

 � Assist residents in their autonomy and self-sufficiency.

 � Organize community activities with the residents.

 � Ensure safety and well being of the residents by 
handling morning and evening activities. Morning: 
breakfast, preparation for outings, maybe escorting to 
the place of activity. Evening: dinner, leisure activities, 
getting to bed.

 � As needed: ensure security and wellbeing of residents 
at night.

Host situation
Volunteer will get a room in the house of Cote-a-Cote, if it 
is free. If not, the volunteer will be hosted in another house 
in Louvain-la-Neuve.
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Code  SVI-04

Name  Jacques Brel Youth Hostel 

Location  Brussels

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Communication, administration, manual 
work, animation 

Age  18+

Volunteers  2

Requirements English. Motivation letter

JACQUES BREL YOUTH HOSTEL
Community context
City of Brussels.

Description of the organisation
The association is affiliated to Hostelling International, the 
founding movement of the Youth Hostels.  As such, it offers 
accommodation to young people in particular (but not 
exclusively) who travel individually, with friends or in groups.

It offers basic hotel services: catering (canteen with 
sustainable label), meeting rooms, a bar with local  and 
craft beers. The association is also recognised by the Youth 
Service of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation as a meeting 
and accommodation centre and organises activities with 
young people aimed at developing their reflection on the 
world around them and taking an active part in it.

Project’s activities
Activities with young people aimed at developing their 
reflection on the world around them and taking an active 
part in it.

Volunteer’s tasks
Being an alternative hostel, the work carried out by 
volunteers will be mainly related to general management 
of welcoming travellers, clearning, creating friendly 
antmosphere and organising activities for guests.

 � Creation and implementation of activities with the 
public (exhibitions, debates, visits, karoke, etc).

 � Helping with the association’s sustainability initiatives 
(reducing food waste, permaculture, etc.).

 � Helping with the smooth running of the service 
(occasional help with washing up and cleaning the 
rooms).

 � Helping to welcome users and running the bar.

Host situation
Volunteer will be accommodated in a single room in the 
spaces of the Jacque Brel youth hostel. The shower and 
the toilet are to be shared with another volunteer
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Code  SVI-05

Name  Mons Youth Hostel 

Location  Mons

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Communication, administration, manual 
work, animation 

Age  18+

Volunteers  1

Requirements Able to speak basic French or willing 
to learn it actively.  Speaking fluently 
English. Motivation letter

MONS YOUTH HOSTEL 
Community context
Based in Mons, a city located 55km away from Brussels, this 
youth hostel is ideally located in the historical city center 
of Mons, right by the Belfry (listed by Unesco), near the 
Grande Place and just 1 km from the station designed by 
architect Calatrava. The youth hostel cooperates a lot 
with school groups and organises many special events, 
concerts, theme nights. The team is young and dynamic. 

Description of the organisation
The belgian Youth Hostel in Mons is member of “Hostelling 
International network”. It is a worldwide network of Not-
for-Profit Youth Hostel Associations, their local members 
are all passionate advocates of sustainable travel and 
are dedicated to connecting young people and local 
communities in a peaceful and respectful way. In Belgium, 
the “Auberges de Jeunesse” (youth hostels) are recognized 
as non profit organizations and as  youth organisations by 
the Wallonie Bruxelles Federation (the french speaking 
government of Belgium).

Project’s activities
Activities with young people aimed at developing their 
reflection on the world around them and taking an active 
part in it.

Volunteer’s tasks
Expected working time is 20 hrs per week / 4h per day to 
be discussed with the volunteer.

 � The schedule would be (+or-): Variable morning or 
evening.

 � Reception of guests.

 � Animation, creation or organisation of activities to 
facilitate encounters.

 � Help with communication.

 � Help in the kitchen and bar.

 � Helping with cleaning.

 � If possible, meeting with other volunteers in other youth 
hostels to create a common project.

 � Helping to improve environmental actions and 
communication schedule.

Host situation
A single room at the youth hostel. Cooking facilities are in 
the youth hostel. Bathroom and shower are shared.
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TOURNAI YOUTH HOSTEL

Code  SVI-06

Name  Tournai youth hostel 

Location  Tournai

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Communication, administration, manual 
work, animation 

Age  18+

Volunteers  2

Requirements The volunteer should speak either English, 
or French

Community context
Tournai is a city located between Lille (FR) - 25 km, 
Charleroi (BE) and Brussels (BE) - 85 km. It is located close 
to the border to France. Tournai is one of the oldest cities in 
Belgium and has played an important role in the country’s 
cultural history. It was the first capital of the Frankish Empire. 
More than 70 000 inhabitants live here. The city has UNESCO 
patrimony part. 

Description of the organisation
The non-profit youth hosteling association “Les Auberges 
de Jeunesse asbl“ was established in 1933. In line with the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, it aims to promote 
social and cultural tourism, encourages traveling for 
young people and tries to play a role in developing the 
potential of youngsters, thereby contributing towards their 
education and responsible citizenship in a humanist spirit. 
The goal of the association is to create and animate a 
network of Youth Hostels, meeting offices, and sheltering 
building centers.

Another aim is to keep a friendly atmosphere between the 
hosted people without discrimination of age, skin-color, 
religion, nationality, language, gender, and opinion. The 
association also wants to let the youngsters know about 
the network of youth hostel across the world.

Project’s activities
 � Creation and development of thematic activities, 

animation during the daytime or in the evening.

 � Creation and development of activities about 
responsible and environmental awareness raising.

Volunteer’s tasks
 � Welcoming, bar, food service, help cleaning.

 � Creation and development of thematic activities for 
guests.

 � Creation and development of ecologically responsible 
behavior:  prevention of wasting meals,  sorting waste.

Host situation
The volunteer will be hosted in a room with another 
volunteer on the youth hostel side. Toilet and shower are 
shared.
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RENAISSANCE

Code  SVI-07

Name  Renaissance

Location  Ophain - Bois Seigneur Isaac

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Assisting disabled people, animation 

Age  18+

Volunteers  1

Requirements Must have at least a basic level 
of French and has to be able to 
communicate properly in English.
Motivation letter

Community context
Based in Ophain - Bois Seigneur Isaac, it is located only 20-
25 km away from Brussels. 

Description of the organisation
The non-profit association Renaissance was created in 1993 
on the initiative of the Rotary Club of Brussels – Renaissance 
with the aim of establishing a subsidized center for adults 
with motor disabilities.

The Renaissance House welcomes 18 adult residents, of 
both genders, with cerebral motor impairments, sometimes 
associated with certain intellectual or sensory impairments.

Project’s activities
The goal is to offer residents the possibility of accessing an 
autonomous and independent life through appropriate 
supervision and a suitable living space.

Volunteer’s tasks
Volunteers work around 30 hours per week doing the 
following tasks: Involvement in the life of the service except 
for nursing tasks Daily life (e.g. serving meals, doing the 
dishes…)

Activities: participation in existing activities, or animation of 
activities according to personal interests. 

However, and only if volunteers so wish, they may improve 
their knowledge of the care of people with multiple 
disabilities (meals, nursing care….)

Host situation
The volunteer can stay in a furnished private studio. One 
hot meal a day will be offered (catering service) + dinner 
of the community.
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BOUILLON YOUTH HOSTEL

Code  SVI-08

Name  Bouillon youth hostel 

Location  Bouillon

Dates  During the year, 6 or 12 months

Type  Communication, administration, manual 
work, animation

Age  18+

Volunteers  1

Requirements Able to speak basic French or willing 
to learn it actively. Speaking fluently 
English. Motivation letter

Community context
Based in Bouillon (Luxembourg province) of Belgium. 
The Youth hostel (auberge) in Bouillon overlooks the city, 
offering a stunning view of the Semois and the fortress, one 
of Europe’s most impressive castles. Magnificent view of 
the castle and the city, on a wooded site of 18,000m². The 
Auberge welcomes people from all walks of life in a young 
and relaxed atmosphere. 

Description of the organisation
The Belgian Youth Hostel are member of “Hostelling 
International network”. It is a worldwide network of Not-
for-Profit Youth Hostel Associations, their local members 
are all passionate advocates of sustainable travel and 
are dedicated to connecting young people and local 
communities in a peaceful and respectful way. In Belgium, 
the “Auberges de Jeunesse” (youth hostels) are recognized 
as non profit organizations and as  youth organisations by 
the Wallonie Bruxelles Federation (the french speaking 
government of Belgium).

Project’s activities
Activities with young people aimed at developing their 
reflection on the world around them and taking an active 
part in it.

Volunteer’s tasks
 � Reception of the public.

 � Animation, creation or organisation of activities to 
facilitate encounters.

 � Help with communication.

 � Helping in the kitchen and bar.

 � If possible, meeting with other volunteers in other youth 
hostels to create a common project.

 � Other tasks : help with maintenance (depending on 
profile).

Host situation
Private room with private bathroom. Cooking facilities are 
in the youth hostel.


